Bob's KF Little Black Stone
Tied by Bob Haase
Hook: Mustad C53S or Equiv. #14 & #16
Thread: Black 140 Denier
Body: Black Ice Dub
Wingcase: Black Raffia
Tail & Antennae Black Krystal Flash
Legs: Black Krystal Flash
Note: Add lead wire on thorax for weighted
version.
The little black stonefly is often a good fly to fish
during the early catch & release season here in
Wisconsin. The best times to fish them is March
through early May. There are a lot of black stonefly
patterns available and I designed this one to use Black Krystal Flash for the tail, antennae, and legs to give
a little extra flash. This is also more durable than the typical goose biot. I added medium opal as a
flashback instead of the third wingcase. I feel that some of the stonefly patterns are too bulky for the little
black stone and like using the black micro tubing from wapsi or similar material in the smaller size for the
body. I also used Ice Dubbing for the body to give a little more flash. During early spring runoff some of
the streams may not run as clear and I wanted this extra flash. Tie a few of these little stones and give them
a try on your favorite stream in the spring. The version shown is not weighted. I also tie a weighted version
by wrapping .20 lead wire for thorax before dubbing.
Step 1 - Start the thread and tie in the antennae out of black
Krystal Flash. Next wrap to the bend of the hook and
tie in the tail with black Krystal Flash. You can add a
drop of super glue or UV set Knot Sense to hold the
antennae and tails in position.

Step 2 - Use Wapsi black stretch tubing in the micro size or
equivalent and tie in as shown. You don't want to make
the body too large, so use the smaller size tubing and
don't make too bulky. Tie off securely so the stretch
tubing doesn't come loose.

Step 3 - Tie in the Krystal Flash legs as shown leaving an even
spacing between the legs. After the legs are tied in, I
take a bodkin and apply a small drop of Loon UVKnot
Sense on each side of one set of legs and use the UV
torch to set it. I then take the next set of legs and do the
same until all the legs are set in place. This keeps the
legs more secure when finishing the rest of the fly and
also when that big brown takes it!

Step 4 - Next tie in black raffia or other wing case material
and form two wing cases as shown.

Step 5 - Tie in a piece of medium opal tinsel or other suitable
flashback material, fold forward and tie off. I use this
to add just a little hot spot of flash rather that add the
third wingcase.

Step 6 - Tie down the opal tinsel, make a few more wraps
to form a small head and tie off with a whip finish.
Next take a scissors and trim the tail, legs, and
antennae to the length you prefer. You can place a
small amount of UV Knot Sense or other UV set
material over the flashback and head to strengthen.
I often design my flies to imitate an insect and key on
a particular aspect of the fly. I have found that some
flies work better doing this rather than being more
detailed. One year I tried to make the most detailed hopper that I could. I was impressed but the fish
weren't. They preferred the Morrish hopper which has a lot less detail over mine. I have since learned key
in on things I think will attract the fish. Adding Krystal Flash and Ice Dub seems to add just enough to
attract the fish to take.

